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Regional Government of Education in Trencin County,
Slovakia Relies on AVerMedia INFORMATION Inc.
for Integrated Security
Taipei, Taiwan, July 7, 2010- As government officials and county residents cherish for
the grand opening of Trencin County Education Department, the real challenge was
hindered behind the curtain as the security of government buildings being the #1 concern
around the global.
AVerMedia supplied an integrated system that centralizes surveillance cameras and
footages throughout the facilities, and ease the burden of security operation for the
County Education Department. AVerMedia total surveillance solution allows Trencin
County Education Department to easily control and better manage county employees,
visitors, and government officials’ safety.
The County Department has selected AVerDiGi SA6416E embedded hybrid DVRs to help
track all 78 cameras’ feeds from the gates, hallways, offices, counters, to parking lots.
Separated from secured DVRs storage room is the Central Management Control Room
where AVerDiGi Central Management System- CM3000 integrated all surveillance video,
from DVRs, to a 4 individual display monitors. The advantage of this application allows
security guards to better manage the floors by using functions such as E-map for
pinpointing unusual movements, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 8x8, up to 64 cameras on
one screen, local and remote playback with multiple search modes, and live video
streaming with different monitoring authoritative level access on different monitors.
The security decision made by the county to AVerDiGi SA6416E standalone DVR was
focusing on the stability of the system to withstand 24/7 monitoring and limited security
budget. AVerMedia’s AverDiGi SA6416E is honored not only with HD IP cameras input

supports and optimizes video output up to 1920x1200 display resolution that
provide magnificent image quality , but also the hybrid feature for possible expansion
in the future.

About AVerMedia INFORMATION, Inc.
AVerMedia INFORMATION, Inc. is the technology leader in surveillance and presentation technology. Aside from its full line of digital
surveillance recorder products, AVerMedia provides Embedded Hybrid DVR, NVR, Megapixel IP cam, Surveillance Software, Accessories
and Peripherals for customer and surveillance market. Keeping the spirit of "Distinct people, Distinct needs - Outstanding Solutions,"
AVerMedia not only provides you with the fullest coverage of security protection, but also takes video surveillance to the new heights.
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